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Transform your favorite tees into a fantastic quilt--even tiny infant tees, sweatshirts, sports jerseys,

and super-stretchy dancewear! Extra-large logos? Pockets and embellishments? No problem!

Create a personal treasure or a one-of-a-kind gift that will be cherished for years to come.Mix and

match motifs of different sizes and shapes for fun and easy designsPreserve favorite memories with

themed quilts such as sports, school pride, travel and adventure, music, and more in sizes ranging

from lap to bed sizedFind out how fusible interfacing and zigzag seaming ensure success with

stretchy T-shirt fabric
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Have you ever thought what a shame it is to discard a worn out or no longer fitting t-shirt, especially

when the logo shows no sign of wear? Well, now you can be shown how to transform them into

fantastic personalised quilts. Working with knit fabrics can be tricky so by following instructions on

cutting, using fusible interfacings, zig zag seaming and construction you will be ready to produce

your first t-shirt quilt. Included are ten project ideas that you can use as they are or that help to

modify the shirts that you wish to use. A wonderful and unique idea for a quilt full of memories.

--Fabrications Quilting for You Magazine, Sept/Oct 2016



Martingale acquisitions editor Karen M. Burns started with the company as an office-tour guide

(getting paid in quilt books), and then quickly worked her way into the heart of the company. After

also being an account manager and a communications coordinator, she now spends her time

inviting a variety of popular designers to create and contribute to Martingale books. Karen has

compiled many Martingale books and contributed to several more as a machine quilter, including A

Baker's Dozen, Jelly Babies, and Quilting with Fat Quarters. With a stack of more than 30 of her

own quilts at home ready to be quilted, Karen compares herself to the cobbler whose children have

no shoes--she's the quilter with no finished quilts.

Great book. Made my first Tee Shirt quilt and it turned out amazing. Lots of ideas and gives you all

the basics you need to make your own T-shirt quilt.

Used it to make a Minecraft tee shirt quilt fot granddaughter. She loved it. My fellow quilters really

admired the patterns and the simplicity of the directions. Good book!

I Love the t-shirt patterns in this book! Gives different ideas on how to prepare and assemble a

memory quilt. Love It!

Good layout, good ideas. Looking forward to cutting up some old souvenir motorcycle t shirts

I bought this book for ideas on how to layout a t-shirt quilt for my granddaughter to take to college.

Great ideas and layouts for numerous quilts. I did notice that there were several images that don't

show up. The word "image" shows up where one should be. That is towards the end of the book. I

don't think it's anything that would spoil the directions.

Informative and on time.

Love the patterns in this book.

Gave me many ideas and can't wait to make my grandson high school graduation gift with all of his

Lacrosse shirts.
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